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Abstract

Given a finite set of pointsS in R
d, consider visiting the points inS with a polygonal path which

makes a minimum number of turns, or equivalently, has the theminimum number of segments (links).
We call this minimization problem theminimum link spanning path problem. This natural problem
has appeared several times in the literature under different variants. The simplest one is that in which
the allowed paths are axis-aligned. LetL(S) be the minimum number of links of an axis-aligned path
for S and letGd

n be an × · · · × n grid in Z
d. Kranakiset al. [10] showed thatL(G2

n) = 2n − 1 and
4

3
n2−O(n) ≤ L(G3

n) ≤ 3

2
n2+O(n) and conjectured that, for alld ≥ 3, L(Gd

n) = d
d−1

nd−1±O(nd−2).

We prove the conjecture ford = 3 by showing the lower bound forL(G3
n). For d = 4, we prove that

L(G4
n) = 4

3
n3 ± O(n5/2).

For generald, we give new estimates onL(Gd
n) that are very close to the conjectured value. The new

lower bound of(1 + 1

d )nd−1 − O(nd−2) improves previous result by Collins and Moret [5], while the
new upper bound of(1 + 1

d−1
)nd−1 + O(nd−3/2) differs from the conjectured value only in the lower

order terms.
For arbitrary point sets, we give an exact bound on the minimum number of links needed in an

axis-aligned path traversing any planarn-point set. We obtain similar tight estimates (within1) in any
number of dimensionsd. For the general problem of traversing an arbitrary set of points in R

d with an
axis-aligned spanning path having a minimum number of links, we present a constant ratio (depending
on the dimensiond) approximation algorithm.
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1 Introduction

Let S be a finite set of points inRd. A polygonal pathP is axis-aligned if every link of P is parallel
to one of the coordinate axes. An axis-alignedspanning path of S is an axis-aligned polygonal path that
passes through all the points ofS. We only consider axis-aligned paths in this paper. Thelink length — or
just length for short — of a spanning pathP , denotedL(P ), is the number of line segments (calledlinks)
of the path. In many cases, it is desirable to have a path traversing a given point set, which has a small
(possibly minimum) number of links. We call this minimization problem theminimum link spanning path
problem. This problem was introduced and first studied by Kranakis et al. [10]. As noted there, without the
restriction to axis-aligned paths, the problem of computing a spanning path with the minimum number of
links is NP-complete, since the NP-complete problem ofedge embedding on a grid [8] can be reduced to
it. An alternate proof of NP-completeness for the minimum link spanning path problem was given by Arkin
et al. [3] in the context of minimum link watchman tours. It isnot known (to the best of our knowledge)
whether the problem remains NP-complete for axis-aligned paths, although we suspect it does since Hassin
and Megiddo [9] showed that it is NP-complete to determine the minimum number of axis-parallel lines
required to cover a set of points in 3 (or higher) dimensions.Recently, Gaur and Bhattacharya [2] found a
(d − 1)-approximation algorithm for the latter problem.

Indeed, the problem we study appears to have connections with the problem of hitting objects (points,
in particular) by straight lines as studied by Megiddo and Tamir [12] as well as Hassin and Megiddo [9]; the
problem of hitting a set of points with straight lines has applications in medicine (radiotherapy) as well as
military applications (in destroying a set of targets on theground with a bomber, see [9] for details). Some of
these applications carry over to the spanning path problem.One advantage of studying axis-aligned spanning
paths with a minimum number of turns instead of arbitrary (polygonal) paths under the same optimization
criterion is that by definition, axis-aligned paths providelarge turning angles, which are often desirable. It
is worth mentioning that for arbitrary spanning paths, and every n ≥ 4, there exist point sets of sizen that
require a turning angle as low as30◦ as shown by Fekete and Woeginger [7]. It is conjectured [7] that no
point set requires a smaller turning angle; see [7] for otherchallenging angle problems for paths and tours.

The link length of S, denotedL(S), is the minimum number of links in an axis-aligned spanning path
of S. Alternatively, we can think of the link length of a path as being one plus the number of90◦-turns
of the path. Consequently a180◦-turn is counted as two turns: if a path goes (say inR

3) from (x, y, z) to
(x, y, z′) and then back to(x, y, z′′) (assuming thatz′ is not betweenz andz′′), we say that there is a link
of length zero at(x, y, z′) moving in thexy-plane [6]. We note that all our results hold in the case when
180◦-turns are counted as single turns. Note that these definitions do not require that the spanning path
avoid self-intersections, nor that the path stay inside thegrid. Thesize of a link ℓ of a pathP is the number
of points inS covered byℓ and not covered by any previous link ofP , cf. [6]. In a link from (x, y, z1) to
(x, y, z2), z is themoving coordinate, whilex andy are theconstant coordinates. Analogously, inRd, a link
has one moving coordinate andd − 1 constant coordinates.

A wide variety ofcovering tour or covering path problems have been recently investigated by Arkin et
al. [1], where one has to find a polygonal tour for acutter so that it sweeps out (mills) a specified region, in
order to minimize a cost that depends mainly on the number of turns. These problems arise naturally in man-
ufacturing applications, automatic tool path generation,automatic inspection systems, robotic exploration,
and other areas. Many of these milling problems (in both — tour and path formulations) are NP-hard even
restricted to orthogonal polygons and axis-aligned motionof the cutting tool: for instance, discrete milling,
orthogonal milling, and integral orthogonal milling fall in this category, see [1] for details. In our paper the
region to be traversed is: (i) a cube or a box inR

d, or (ii) an arbitrary set of points — and we look at both
variants in higher dimensions. In the first part, we study what are the best ways to traverse a cube or a box
in R

d, in minimizing the number of turns of an axis-aligned spanning path. In the final part we study the
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same question when traversing arbitrary sets of points inR
d.

We recently learned of the work by Stein and Wagner [13, 14] onthe Minimum Bends Traveling
Salesman problem for planar point sets, in which they study several variants of these problems and obtain
various algorithms and complexity results. Although theirproblem is slightly different from ours since they
study Hamiltonian cycles whereas we study Hamiltonian paths, their proof techniques and algorithms clearly
provide a proof of Theorem 5 and the two-dimensional part of Theorem 7. We were unaware of these results
when we initially wrote this article and fully acknowledge that Stein and Wagner’s result [13, 14] predates
our work. To the best of our knowledge, our extensions of these algorithms to higher dimensions remain
new contributions. We decided to keep our descriptions of the two-dimensional versions of our algorithms
for finding Hamiltonian paths in Sections 5.1 and 5.3, as our algorithms are slightly different and provide
the reader with the necessary intuition behind the generalization of our algorithms to higher dimensions.

Let Gn1,...,nd
denote the grid points (points with integer coordinates) in[1, n1] × · · · × [1, nd]. For

simplicity we writeGd
n for Gn,...,n ⊂ Z

d. For the square grid in the plane Kranakis et al. [10] have obtained
an exact bound:L(G2

n) = 2n − 1. We provide an alternative proof of this result that extendsto higher
dimensions and yields better bounds.

For anyd, trivially we haveL(Gd
n) ≥ nd−1, since there arend points and each link in the path can cover

at mostn points [5, 10]. So the main difficulty lies in establishing the constantcd in front of the leading
term. In particular, it is not clear apriori whethercd tends to1 asd tends to infinity. However, this has been
shown to be true by Kranakis et al. [10], see equations (1 and 2) below. The problem of estimatingL(Gd

n)
(for fixedd, with n going to infinity) appears in the recent collection of research problems by Braß, Moser,
and Pach [4], and also in the survey article by Maheshwari et al. [11].

The best known upper bound for the cube [10] (see also [5]) isL(G3
n) ≤ 3

2n2 + O(n). It has been
conjectured [10] that this bound is tight. The first non-trivial lower bound in three dimensions was proved
by Kranakis et al. [10], namely thatL(G3

n) ≥ 1.023 . . . n2, via an involved calculation. This was further
improved by Collins and Moret [5] toL(G3

n) ≥ 7
6n2−O(n). The best result up to this date, is the following

recent one due to Collins [6] which makes use of a proof technique that we refer to as thenested cubes
argument: L(G3

n) ≥ 4
3n2 − O(n). Here we close this gap and thereby prove the conjecture, by using a

different proof technique that we call thehyperplane argument. We summarize our results below.

Theorem 1 3
2n2 − O(n) ≤ L(G3

n) ≤ 3
2n2 + O(n).

More generally, we obtain almost tight bounds on the minimumnumber of links needed to traverse an
a × b × c grid:

Theorem 2 Let a ≤ b ≤ c be three positive integers. If c < a + b − 1 then L(Ga,b,c) = ab + bc + ac −
(a2 + b2 + c2)/2 ± O(c). If c ≥ a + b − 1 then L(Ga,b,c) = 2ab ± O(b).

The hyperplane argument gives also a tight lower bound for the cube inR4, so the conjecture is (essen-
tially) verified also ford = 4:

Theorem 3
4

3
n3 − O(n2) ≤ L(G4

n) ≤ 4

3
n3 + O(n5/2).

Kranakis et al. [10] prove the following bound: For all0 < ǫ < 1 the following inequalities holds for
any sufficiently larged = d(ǫ)

L(Gd
n)

nd−1
≥ 1 +

1

2

(

1 − exp

( −1

d(d − 1)

))

(1)
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and
L(Gd

n)

nd−1
≤ 1 +

1

2(d − 3)1−ǫ
+ exp (−(d − 3)ǫ). (2)

As noted in [5], the upper bound implies the existence of an absolute constantC > 0, such that

L(Gd
n) ≤

(

1 +
C + log d

2(d − 3)

)

nd−1 + O(nd−2), (3)

The lower bound was further improved by Collins and Moret [5]:

L(Gd
n) ≥

(

1 +
1

2d

)

nd−1 − O(nd−2). (4)

Here we give bounds that are very close to the conjectured value of(1 + 1
d−1 )nd−1 + O(nd−2) [10]:

Theorem 4 If d ≥ 4 then:
(

1 + 1
d

)

nd−1 − O(nd−2) ≤ L(Gd
n) ≤

(

1 + 1
d−1

)

nd−1 + O(nd−3/2).

In the final part of our paper (Section 5), we deal with arbitrary point sets and provide an exact bound on
the minimum number of links needed for an axis-aligned path to traverse any planar point set of sizen. Let
f(n) be the minimum positive integerN such that every set ofn points in the plane admits an axis-aligned
spanning path with at mostN links. We show the following:

Theorem 5

f(n) =

{

n, if n = 1, 2, 3
n + 1, if n ≥ 4.

We also obtain similar tight estimates (within1) in any number of dimensionsd. Let fd(n) be the
minimum positive integerN such that every set ofn points inR

d admits an axis-aligned spanning path with
at mostN links. Note thatf(n) = f2(n).

Theorem 6 Let d ≥ 3. If n ≤ 3 then fd(n) = (d − 1)n + 2 − d. For n ≥ 4 we have (d − 1)n + 2 − d ≤
fd(n) ≤ (d − 1)n + 3 − d.

Finally, we present a simple constant ratio (depending on the dimensiond) approximation algorithm for
the problem of traversing an arbitrary set of points inR

d by an axis-aligned spanning path with a minimum
number of links.

Theorem 7 There exists a ratio 2 polynomial-time approximation algorithm for the problem of traversing
an arbitrary set of points in the plane by an axis-aligned spanning path with a minimum number of links.
Furthermore, in d ≥ 3 dimensions, there is an approximation algorithm with ratio d2 for this problem.

2 Traversing the square

In this section we present ourhyperplane argument. We first use this argument to obtain the planar result
of [10] for traversing the square. We then use the hyperplaneargument in Section 3 and Section 4 to obtain
a better bound ford = 3. The key intuition behind the hyperplane argument for bounding paths on the
generald-dimensional cube is the following: we find a small but carefully selected subset of the cube whose
traversal by every axis-aligned spanning path requires (roughly) as many links as the traversal of the whole
cube. The points in the subset are the grid points contained in a finite set of suitably chosen hyperplanes
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intersecting the cube. Each link in the spanning path coversat most a constant number of points (which
depends on the dimensiond). The ability to apply this technique in order to obtain lower bounds increases
in complexity as the dimension increases. In order to highlight the salient points behind our technique, we
review it in its simplest form where the input is a 2-dimensional square.

By the planar result of [10], the link length of a square gridG2
n is L(G2

n) = 2n − 1. This means that
every axis-aligned spanning path of then × n grid contains at least2n − 1 links, and this bound can be
achieved. We show a stronger claim, namely that a certainsmall subsetXn of G2

n requires the same number
of links in every spanning path. LetXn = {(i, i), (i, n − i + 1) | i = 1, . . . , n}, see Figure 1. Note that
|Xn| = 2n − 1 for n odd, and|Xn| = 2n for n even.

Incidentally we remark that there are two completely different ways to achieve the optimal value forG2
n,

which are illustrated in Figure 1(c,d): a spiral path where the size of successive links gradually decreases
from n to 1, and a zig-zag path that alternates between long and short links. Both of these traversal modes
are used in the best known spanning path of the 3-dimensionalcube, see Section 3.

Figure 1: The hyperplane argument in two dimensions: two subsets of points of G2
n (for oddn and evenn) which

require spanning paths with many links: (a)X5; (b) X6; (c) An optimal spanning path ofX5 whose corresponding
sequence(vi)i≥1 is 2, 1, 1, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0, 1. (d) An optimal spanning path ofX6 whose corresponding sequence(vi)i≥1

is 2, 0, 2, 0, 2, 0, 2, 0, 2, 1, 1.

We now show that the link length of then × n square is identical to the link length ofXn.

Lemma 8 L(Xn) = 2n − 1.

Proof. Clearly L(Xn) ≤ 2n − 1 sinceXn ⊂ G2
n, andL(Xn) ≤ L(G2

n) ≤ 2n − 1. We now show that
L(Xn) ≥ 2n − 1: consider the sequencevi, for i ≥ 1, wherevi is the size of thei-th link in the path,
namely the number of new points visited by the path using thatlink. By construction of the setXn, we have
vi ∈ {0, 1, 2} for anyi.

We first consider the case wheren is even, and letvi = vj = 2 be two consecutive2’s in the sequence,
wherei < j. We claim that there must exist a zero in between them, that is, there is an elementvk = 0
in the sequence for somei < k < j. This is can be easily seen from the construction ofXn in Figure 1.
Consider the 4 regions formed by the two lines containing thepoints ofXn. Let us label these 4 regions
asR1, R2, R3, R4 in clockwise order, and look at the possible ways a path can cross from one region to
another. For a segment in the path to have its corresponding element in the sequence to be of value 2, its
endpoints must be in opposite regions, that is inR1 andR3 (or R2 andR4 resp.), depending on whether
the segment is horizontal or vertical. A simple inductive argument shows that any path joining two points
properly contained in a given region must have at least one segment having both endpoints in one region,
which implies a value of zero. One can now charge the second element of2 (vj) to the the zero elementvk,
and the claim follows from the equality|Xn| = 2n.

In the case wheren is odd, notice that the above claim still holds. In addition,we need the following
fact. Letℓ be a link of the path which visits the center grid-point(n+1

2 , n+1
2 ) of Xn: this gives an element

vj = 1 in the sequence. If there exists an element of2 preceding this1 in the sequence, that is,vi = 2 for
somei < j, then there must be a zero element in between them, i.e.,vk = 0 for somei < k < j. Similarly,
if there exists an element of2 which comes after this1 in the sequence, that is,vi = 2 for somej < i, then
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there must be a zero element in between them, i.e.,vk = 0 for somej < k < i. The claim now follows from
the equality|Xn| = 2n − 1, which concludes the proof of the theorem. (Alternatively,for n odd, it suffices
to take the central point with multiplicity2 and then the proof works in the same way as forn even.) 2

3 Traversing the cube

The best known upper bound for traversing the cubeL(G3
n) ≤ 3

2n2 + O(n), comes from the following
spanning path construction given in [10], see [10, 6] for an illustration: Fix a direction, say thez-axis, and
assume for simplicity thatn is even. The path spirals around the outer part of the cube in eachxy-plane
until a box of sizen

2 × n
2 × n remains in the center. The grid points in this remaining box are then covered

by moving up and down along the vertical (z) axis. Note that the average link size decreases fromn to n/2
in the first part, while staying at aboutn/2 in the second part; the average link size for the whole path is
about2n/3, and the number of links in the path is3n2/2 + O(n), see [10] for details. We now show the
optimality of this path (modulo lower order terms), as conjectured by Kranakis et al. [10].

3.1 Proof of Theorem 1

We extend our approach for the plane (the hyperplane argument) to three-dimensions. For simplicity we
assume thatn is odd, i.e. n = 2k + 1. Consider the cubeQn = [−k, k]3 ∩ Z

3 and the four planes
Π1 : x + y + z = 0, Π2 : x = y + z, Π3 : y = x + z, Π4 : z = x + y. Let Π = ∪4

i=1Πi and
X := Xn = Π ∩ Qn. We refer to the four planesΠi as the planes ofX.

It suffices to prove:

Lemma 9 L(X) ≥ 3
2n2 − O(n).

Proof. First, we show that for everyi ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, Πi ∩Qn contains3n2/4 + 1/4 points. By symmetry it
suffices to count the points inΠ1 ∩ Qn. We project these points onto the planez = 0. Note that every point
has a unique projection. The projection ofΠ1 ∩ [−k, k]3 is {(x, y) | − k ≤ x, y ≤ k,−k ≤ x + y ≤ k},
see Figure 2. It is easily verified that|Π1 ∩ Qn| = (2k + 1)2 − k(k + 1) = 3n2/4 + 1/4.

O−k

−k

k

k

Y

X

Figure 2:Counting points ofΠ1 ∩ Qn. The shaded area is the projection ofΠ1 ∩ [−k, k]3 onto thexy-plane.

The setXn contains4|Π1 ∩ Qn| = 3n2 − O(n) points since any two planesΠi andΠj intersect in at
mostn grid points. LetP be a spanning path ofXn. It suffices to prove that the average size of a link inP
is at most2 − O(1/n).
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O
−k

−k

k

k

Y

O
−k

−k

k

k

Y

O−k

−k

k

k

Y

X X X

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3:The slices of the cube[−k, k]3 by the plane (a)z = 0, (b) z = c, 0 < c < k, and (c)z = k.

Note that a link ofP can intersect all four planes ofX, for example a linex = z = c where0 < c < k/3.
We consider the cross-cut of the cube[−k, k]3 by a planez = c, |c| ≤ k, see Figure 3. The planesΠi

intersect it in four line segments. We color the regions containing the vertices of the square[−k, k]2 in grey
and the other regions in white. If a link has endpoints in a grey area then it crosses at most two planes.
We consider similar cross-cuts of the cube for the other two coordinate axes and employ the same coloring
scheme; by symmetry, all colorings (in all three axes directions) look the same!

We decompose the path into subpaths, each lying in a square-shaped cross-cut of the cube and also
analyze what happens when the path moves from one plane to another orthogonal plane. For each subpath
we use a charging scheme similar to the one used in the planar case (proof of Lemma 8). The corresponding
v-sequence has elements in{0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. We obtain another sequencev′ derived fromv by replacing
elements equal to1 or 3 with elements equal to0, 2 or 4 as follows. When a link of the path crosses from
an unshaded region to a shaded region and crosses3 (resp.1) of the four planes inX, we charge2 to each
crossing into a shaded region and0 to each crossing out of the shaded region. Finally, by dividing each
element inv′ by 2 we obtain a sequencev′′, whose elements are in{0, 1, 2} as in the planar case.

We also make the observation that when, say a vertical link crossing all four planes inX is the last one in
a vertical plane, the link lands in the center unshaded region of the next horizontal plane (cross-cut section)
where the path lies. The argument for the planar case in combination with the above observation yields that
L(X) ≥ (|X| − O(1))/2 = 3n2/2 − O(n), and thus completes the proof. 2

Next we show how to generalize the above arguments to obtain almost tight bounds on the minimum
number of links needed to traverse ana × b × c grid in three-space.

3.2 Proof of Theorem 2

The lower bound is obtained by the hyperplane argument. For simplicity we assume thata, b, andc are odd,
that isa = 2ka+1, b = 2kb+1, andc = 2kc+1. We consider the boxB = [−ka, ka]×[−kb, kb]×[−kc, kc]
and the same four planes as for the3-cube. They all intersect in the center of the box. In the casewhere
c ≤ a + b − 1, the number of grid points inΠ1 is

n1 = ab − (ka + kb − kc)
2 ± O(c),
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see Figure 4. By symmetry, the other planes contain the same number of grid points. The same argument as
above shows that the average link size is2 − O(1/n). Therefore, the lower bound follows from

2n1 = ab + bc + ac − (a2 + b2 + c2)/2 ± O(c).

In the case wherec > a + b− 1, we truncate the input by applying the above argument to thea× b× b grid
to obtain thatL(Ga,b,c) = 2ab ± O(b).

ka
−ka

−kb

kb

X

Y

O

(ka, kc − ka)

Figure 4:Counting points ofΠ1 ∩ B. The shaded area is the projection ofΠ1 ∩ B onto thexy-plane.

The upper bound uses a construction similar to the path construction for the cube. Ifc ≥ a + b − 1,
we take theab vertical segments of (Euclidean) lengthc − 1, each coveringc points, and connect them by
ab − 1 short segments. The resulting path has2ab − 1 links. If c < a + b − 1, we first take a spiral in each
of thec rectangles of sizea× b, until rectangles of size about(a− b+ c− 2)/2× (b− a+ c− 2)/2 remain.
Puta′ = (a − b + c − 2)/2 andb′ = (b − a + c − 2)/2 for the side lengths of the remaining rectangles.
The number of complete rotations in each spiral isx = (a + b − c + 2)/4. It is verified thata′ + 2x = a,
b′ + 2x = b, andx ≥ 1, a′, b′ ≥ 0. We connect the spirals by short segments and traverse the remaining box
by vertical segments of (Euclidean) lengthc− 1, connected by short segments. The total number of links in
the path is

4xc + 2a′b′ + O(c)

= c(a + b − c + 2) +
(c − 2)2 − (a − b)2

2
+ O(c)

= ab + bc + ca − a2 + b2 + c2

2
+ O(c),

as required. 2

In [6], Collins considered traversals ofGγn,γn,n, for γ ∈ (0, 1), and showed that forγ > 1/2, an upper
boundL(Gγn,γn,n) ≤ (2γ − 1/2)n2 can be obtained by a hybrid path spiraling in each horizontalplane
until the size of each link gets down ton/2 and then switching to vertical mode. He conjectured that these
paths are optimal. Using our tight bound for traversing the cube (Theorem 1) we can easily confirm this
fact (modulo a linear term): it follows from the equality4(1 − γ)/2 + (2γ − 1/2) = 3/2 (or even directly,
with no calculation). Embed the boxGγn,γn,n into the cubeG3

n and assume that there is a better way to
traverse the box. Then using a hybrid path spiraling in each horizontal plane until the size of each link gets
down toγn and then continuing with the supposedly better path for the box Gγn,γn,n, one would get a path
traversing the cube having fewer than3n2/2 links (modulo a linear term), which is a contradiction.
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4 Traversing the cube in higher dimensions

4.1 d = 4: proof of Theorem 3

The upper bound is a special case of that in Theorem 4, whose proof appears in the next section. We prove
the lower bound. Let the4-cube be centered at the origin and consider eight hyperplanes with equations

x1 ± x2 ± x3 ± x4 = 0.

The argument is essentially the same as ford = 3. Let p1p2....pk be a path traversing the cube. For eachi,
let si be the number of hyperplanes intersecting the segmentpipi+1 and letti be the number of hyperplanes
intersecting the halflinepipi+1 (intersections inpi are not counted, unlessi = 1). Thenti+1 ≤ 4+(ti − si).
Summing up all these inequalities and the ”initial” inequality t1 ≤ 8 givess1 + s2 + · · · + sk ≤ 4(k + 1).
The number of links is bounded byk ≥ s/4 − 1 wheres is the total number of points in the hyperplanes.

The number of points on the hyperplanex1 +x2 +x3 +x4 = 0 is the same as the number of points in 3-
cube[−k, k]3 satisfying−k ≤ x1+x2+x3 ≤ k. These points reside in the truncated cube which is obtained
by removing two tetrahedra, see Fig. 5. The volume of the truncated cube isV − 2v = V − V/3 = 2V/3
whereV = (2k)3 is the volume of the cube andv is the volume of one tetrahedron. Therefore the hyperplane
contains at least2n3/3 − O(n2) points. Eight hyperplanes contain at least16n3/3 − O(n2) points which
require at least4n3/3 − O(n2) links to traverse.

O
k

k

k

A A

B B

CC

(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) The cube[−k, k]3. (b) The volume between two planesx1 + x2 + x3 = ±k.

Remark. It is worth to note that the hyperplane argument is getting weaker in dimensions higher than4
(quite rapidly with increasing dimension).

4.2 Proof of Theorem 4

4.2.1 Lower bound

We revisit thenested cubes argument introduced in [5, 6], and rederive the main results in these papers with
a simplified and more concise reasoning. Section 10.2 (pp. 423) of [4] mentions an irreparable error in the
proof of one of the results from [5]; our derivation is self-contained and does not make use of any of the
previous results (lemmas) from [5, 6], except two basic observations to start with, which are given below.
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The idea of the argument is that any spanning path must visit points close to the center of the cube (say
in a smaller concentric cube) using multiple links; while doing so, each link visiting the smaller cube (or
whose supporting line intersects the smaller cube) must be followed by a link significantly shorter than the
cube sizen, and thus forces more links in the path. We follow with the precise details.

For simplicity, suppose thatn is odd, that isn = 2k + 1, and thatQn is centered at the origin, that is
Qn = [−k, k]d∩Z

d — the proof forn even is similar. Consider the sequenceQ0, Q1, . . . , Qk of k+1 cubes
with sides1, 3, 5, 7, . . . , n nested one inside the other, and centered at the origin. We have thatQi is the set
of (2i + 1)d grid points in thei-th cube,i = 0, 1, . . . , k. Let P = ℓ1, . . . , ℓm be a spanning path ofGd

n that
consists ofm links. Thedistance of a link ℓ ∈ P from the center ofGd

n is defined to be the maximum of the
d − 1 absolute values of the constant coordinates inℓ. We partition the links ofP into k + 1 disjoint sets:
A0, . . . , Ak, whereAi contains the links of the pathP at distancei from the origin. Writeai = |Ai|. Define
thedistance label functionβ : {1, 2, . . . ,m} → {0, 1, . . . , k}, whereβ(h) = i if and only if ℓh ∈ Ai.

Two important observations from [5, 6] are:

Observation 10 If a link of P belongs to Ai, it must be followed immediately by a shortlink, i.e., one whose
size is at most k + i.

Proof. Let the extent of the moving coordinate in the link be[x1, x2]. The claim follows from the inequality
|x1| ≤ i. 2

Observation 11 Let 2 ≤ h ≤ m− 1. If β(h− 1) = i and β(h + 1) = j, for some i, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}, then
the size of ℓh is at most i + j.

Proof. The extent of the moving coordinate in the link is[x1, x2], where|x1| ≤ i and |x2| ≤ j, whence
|x2 − x1| ≤ i + j (here one counts only new points visited by the link). 2

Since the grid points ofQi can be covered only by links inA0 ∪ . . . ∪ Ai, and each such link can cover
at most2i + 1 points ofQi, we have the following system ofk + 1 inequalities:

i
∑

j=0

aj ≥ (2i + 1)d−1, i = 0, . . . , k. (5)

Consider now an optimal spanning path ofQn with m links: P = ℓ1, . . . , ℓm, wherem = L(Gd
n). By

using Observation 10 for each link inP , and the fact that the first linkℓ1 covers at mostn points, we have:

n +

k
∑

i=0

ai(k + i) ≥ nd. (6)

We are interested in minimizing the length of the pathm =
∑k

i=0 ai subject to (5) and (6). Write
Si =

∑i
j=0 aj for i = 0, . . . , k, andS = Sk (som = S), and observe that

k
∑

i=0

iai = kS −
k−1
∑

i=0

Si. (7)

The system (5) says thatSi ≥ (2i + 1)d−1, for i = 0, . . . , k. We substitute (7) in (6) and obtain

n + kS +

(

kS −
k−1
∑

i=0

Si

)

≥ nd. (8)
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Using the well-known estimate (for positive integerss, t with t fixed)

s
∑

i=1

it =
st+1

t + 1
+ O(st),

we obtain a lower bound on
∑k−1

i=0 Si:

k−1
∑

i=0

Si ≥
k−1
∑

i=0

(2i)d−1

≥ 2d−1 kd

d
− O

(

nd−1
)

=
nd

2d
− O

(

nd−1
)

.

We substitute this bound in (8) and derive

n + 2kS ≥
(

1 +
1

2d

)

nd − O
(

nd−1
)

, (9)

which implies the result in [5]:

S ≥
(

1 +
1

2d

)

nd−1 − O
(

nd−2
)

. (10)

Using Observation 11 for each of the linksh = 2, . . . ,m − 1 (instead of Observation 10) yields a better
bound. Inequality (6) can be replaced by the sharper inequality

2n + 2

k
∑

i=0

iai ≥ nd, (11)

since each linkℓh can contribute at most two terms equal toβ(h) to the sum above, and there areaβ(h) such
terms (and the first and last link cover each at mostn points). Inequality (11) yields

k
∑

i=0

iai ≥
nd

2
− n, (12)

and further (doing the same substitutions as before) we get

kS −
k−1
∑

i=0

Si ≥
nd

2
− n. (13)

Finally,

kS ≥ nd

2
+

nd

2d
− O

(

nd−1
)

(14)

yields:

S ≥
(

1 +
1

d

)

nd−1 − O(nd−2). (15)

This completes the proof of the lower bound in Theorem 4.
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4.2.2 Upper bound

The path for traversingGd
n is obtained by generalizing the planarspiral construction. Lets := 2⌊√n/4⌋,

[n] := {1, 2, . . . , n} andS := {s/2 + 1, s/2 + 2, . . . , n − s/2}. The gridGd
n can be partitioned intond−2

subgrids of sizen × n as follows. For each pointb ∈ Gd−2
n , we consider the subgrid

G(b) = {x ∈ Gd
n | x1 = b1, . . . , xd−2 = bd−2}.

It can be viewed as the 2-dimensional grid{xd−1, xd} ∈ [n]2 of n2 points and we cover itsn2 − (n − s)2

points by2s links of the spiral as in Figure 1 (c) leaving(n− s)2 uncovered points of the grid{xd−1, xd} ∈
S2. We connect the spirals at their ends usingnd−2 − 1 short segments in a fashion corresponding to any
fixed axis-parallel path of Euclidean lengthnd−2 − 1 traversing the points ofGd−2

n . The set of points which
remain to be covered is[n]d−2 × S2. The number of links in the spanning path so far isnd−2(2s + 1) − 1.

For each pointb ∈ Gd−4
n and each pointc ∈ S2, we consider the subgridG(b, c) = {x ∈ Gd

n | x1 =
b1, . . . , xd−4 = bd−4, xd−1 = c1, xd = c2}. It can be viewed as the 2-dimensional grid{xd−3, xd−2} ∈ [n]2

of n2 points and we cover itsn2 − (n − s)2 points by2s links of the spiral as before, leaving(n − s)2

uncovered points of the grid{xd−3, xd−2} ∈ S2. We connect the spirals at their ends bynd−4(n − s)2 − 1
short segments. The set of points which remain to cover is[n]d−4×S4. The number of links in the spanning
path in this step isnd−4(n − s)2(2s + 1) − 1.

Suppose thatd is even. Afterd/2 steps, the uncovered space isSd and the number of links in the path is

(2s + 1)

d/2
∑

i=1

nd−2i(n − s)2i−2 + O(1) = dsnd−2 + O(nd−2).

The cubeSd can be traversed recursively. Letl(n) be the length of the resulting path. Then

l(n) = l(n − s) + dsnd−2 + h(n) (16)

whereh(n) = O(nd−2). We show by induction thatl(n) ≤ dnd−1/(d − 1) + cnd−3/2 for some constant
c > 0. It follows from

l(n)

= l(n − s) + dsnd−2 + h(n)

≤ d

d − 1
(n − s)d−1 + c(n − s)d−3/2 + dsnd−2 + h(n)

≤ d

d − 1
nd−1 + cnd−3/2

since

nd−1 − (n − s)d−1

= s(nd−2 + nd−3(n − s) + · · · + (n − s)d−2)

≥ (d − 1)s(n − s)d−2

= (d − 1)snd−2 − sO(snd−3)

= (d − 1)snd−2 − O(nd−2)

and similarly
nd−3/2 − (n − s)d−3/2 = Ω(snd−5/2) = Ω(nd−2).
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For oddd, the argument is similar. LetS2 be{s + 1, s + 2, . . . , n − s}. First, using(d − 1)/2 above
steps, we reduce thed-cube along the dimensions2, 3, . . . , d. The uncovered space is[n] × Sd−1. Then
we reduce the space along the dimensions1, 2, . . . , d − 1 using(d − 1)/2 steps. The uncovered space is
S × Sd−2

2 × S. Then we apply the reduction step for dimensions 1 andd. The uncovered space isSd
2 .

There aresnd−2 + O(nd−2) new links at every step. The total number of links in the spanning path is
2sdnd−2 + O(nd−2). The recurrence is now

l(n) = l(n − 2s) + 2dsnd−2 + O(nd−2). (17)

It has the same solutionl(n) = dnd−1/(d − 1) + O(nd−3/2). This completes the proof of the upper bound
in Theorem 4. 2

5 Arbitrary point sets: combinatorial bounds and approximation algorithms

In this section, we study the situation where the point set isarbitrary but the path is still axis-aligned. We
say that a point set is ingeneral position if no two x-coordinates and no twoy-coordinates of the points are
the same.

5.1 Proof of Theorem 5

We first show the lower bound. Consider the set ofn points:{(1, 1), . . . , (n−3, n−3), (n−2, n−1), (n−
1, n − 2), (n, n)} shown in Figure 6. We leave it to the reader to verify that any axis-aligned spanning path
requires at leastn + 1 links.

Figure 6:A set ofn points which requiresn + 1 links in a spanning path.

We now prove the upper bound. A set of points ordered from leftto right is said to form anascending
chain if their y-coordinates form a non-decreasing sequence. Similarly, adescending chain of points is
a sequence of points with non-increasingy-coordinates. The first step is to observe that an ascending or
descending chain withk points can be traversed by a path with at mostk links. Moreover, the direction
of the last (or first) link in the chain can be specified in advance to horizontal or vertical (e.g., by an easy
inductive path construction). An axis-parallel path is said to be anascending path if it can traversed so
that each link is oriented rightwards or upwards (in the positive direction of thex or y-axis). Similarly, a
descending path is one that can traversed so that each link is oriented to the right or downwards.

Two axis-parallel rectanglesr′ andr′′, so thatr′ ⊂ r′′, are said to beproperly nested is no side ofr′

overlaps with any side ofr′′. Let R = r1 ⊂ r2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ rk be a sequence of properly nested axis-aligned
rectangles in the plane. A set of pointsR is said to form arectangle set if each point inR is contained in the
interior of one of the sides of a rectangle inR, and if each rectangle boundary contains at least four points
with at least one point in the interior of each side of the rectangle.

We first show how to partition a given setS of n points into an ascending chainA, a descending chain
D and a rectangle setR using the following iterative process. Initiate this process by creating five empty
listsLSW , LNE, LNW , LSE andLR. The construction proceeds as follows:
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π

(a)

ri

d1 d2

d3

d4

(b)

Figure 7:(a) Combining two paths whose end links have the same direction. (b) The directionsd1, d2, d3 andd4.

(d)

ri

ri+1

πi+1

πi

ri

ri+1

(c)

πi+1

πi

r1

(b)

π1

π0

(a)

r1

π1

π0

Figure 8:(a) and (b): Illustrations for the induction base. (c) Extendingπi by first traversingAi+1 \ Ai, and then the
points onri+1 using four links. (d) Extendingπi by first traversingAi+1 \ Ai, and then the points onri+1 using five
links.

Current step: Find the smallest axis-aligned rectangler that encloses the current setS. We denote by
SW (r) (resp.,SE(r), NE(r), NW (r)) theSW corner (resp.,SE corner,NE corner,NW corner) ofr.
If any of the corners ofr belongs toS, then (i) we append it to the corresponding listLSW , LNE , LNW or
LSE, (ii) remove it fromS, and (iii) repeat the iterative step. If no corner ofr belongs to (the current)S,
then (i) appendr to a list of nested rectanglesLR, (ii) include inR all points inS on the boundary ofr, and
remove these points fromS, and (iii) repeat the iterative step. We iterate this step aslong asS is non-empty.

Concatenate the listLSW and the reversed listLNE into an ascending chain of pointsA. Concatenate
the listLNW and the reversed listLSE into an descending chain of pointsD. Reverse the list of rectangles
LR and callR the resulting sequence of rectangles; note thatR is a sequence of properly nested rectangles.
We have partitionedS into three sets:S = A ∪ D ∪ R, as claimed.

We show thatA ∪ R can be traversed by a pathπ with at most|A| + |R| links. Since (by an earlier
observation)D can be traversed with at most|D| links so that the last link has the same direction as the last
link of π, the two paths can be combined (by adding an extra link) in a path with at most|A|+|R|+|D|+1 =
n + 1 links, and the result will follow; see Figure 7 (a). The case whenR = ∅ is immediate, so assume that
R is not empty.

It remains to show how to constructπ, which is done inductively. As a general idea,π is formed by
concatenating (extending) an ascending path traversingLSW with a spiral path traversingR ∪ LNE that
starts in the innermost rectangler1 and goes outward from there. Letr1 ⊂ r2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ rk be the rectangles
in R in nested order. LetAi be the set of points ofA whosex-coordinates do not exceed thex-coordinate
of the right side ofri, i.e.,Ai = LSW ∪ (LNE ∩ ri). Let Ri be the set of points ofR contained inri, i.e.,
Ri = R ∩ ri. Let d1, d2, d3, d4 be the rays (directions) along the sides ofri oriented as in Figure 7 (b). We
will prove by induction oni the following claim.
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Claim. Ai ∪ Ri can be traversed by a path πi with at most |Ai| + |Ri| links and terminating direction
d1, d2, d3 or d4.

The induction base: i = 1. Let π0 be an ascending path traversing the points inA1, where the last link
of π0 points upwards (w.l.o.g. by a previous observation). Referto Figure 8 (a,b). Extendπ0 by traversing
r1 clockwise or counter-clockwise using four or five links, depending on whether the extension of the last
link of π0 intersectsr1, and on whether the top side ofr1 is empty of points strictly to the right (resp. left)
of the last link ofπ0. It can be checked that the resulting pathπ1 has terminating directiond1, d2, d3 or d4,
and that the number of extra links used does not exceed the number of points onr1 that are covered.

The induction step. Let πi be the path traversingAi ∪ Ri, with terminating directiond1, d2, d3 or d4

(corresponding tori). Refer to Figure 8 (c,d). Extendπi by first traversingAi+1 \ Ai, and then the points
on ri+1 in a manner similar to the induction base.

Assuming now the claim, extendπk to traverse the points inA \ Ak, if any. Setπ to be the resulting
path. This completes the proof of the theorem. 2

Note thatA ∪ D cannot be always traversed by a path of length|A ∪ D|, as our lower bound example
shows; and this is the reason for consideringA ∪ R instead.

5.2 Higher dimensions: proof of
Theorem 6

We first show the lower bound. LetS = {p1, . . . , pn} be a set of points inRd in general position. Any
rectilinear path from a pointpi to a pointpj has at leastd − 1 turns. Thus a path traversingS has at least
(d − 1)(n − 1) turns and(d − 1)(n − 1) + 1 = (d − 1)n + 2 − d links.

We now prove the upper bound. LetS = {p1, . . . , pn} be a set ofn points in R
d. The bound is

trivial for n = 1, 2. For n = 3, there is an order of the pointsp1, p2, p3 and 1 ≤ k ≤ d such that
xk(p2) ∈ [xk(p1), xk(p3)]. The segment alongk-th axis can be used to traversep2. The total number of
turns is2(d − 1) as required.

Suppose now thatn ≥ 4. We project the points onto the(x1, x2)-plane. By Theorem 5 there is a
traversalπ2 of the projected points with at mostn + 1 links. We lift the pathπ2 into R

d in the following
way. Letp1, . . . , pn be the order of the points along the pathπ2. We lift the first segment using the last
d − 2 coordinates ofp1. There is a turn point on the pathπ2 betweenp1 andp2. We insertd − 2 segments
at the turn point and change the lastd − 2 coordinates so that they correspond to the ones ofp2. We
continue to use lifting in the same way for the remaining turns of π2. The total number of segments is
n + 1 + (d − 2)(n − 1) = (d − 1)n + 3 − d, and the theorem follows. 2

5.3 Approximation algorithms

As mentioned in the introduction, theminimum link spanning path problem appears to be related to the
problem of covering a set of points by minimum number of lines— point covering with lines — (in both
the general, and in the axis-parallel case). Megiddo and Tamir have shown that point covering with lines is
NP-complete in general (for lines of arbitrary orientation) for anyd ≥ 2 [12]. For the axis aligned version,
the planar case of point covering with lines can be solved exactly in polynomial time, while the higher
dimensional variants (d ≥ 3) are again NP-complete [9]. Hassin and Megiddo have given a linear-time
d-approximation algorithm for point covering inRd by axis-parallel lines [9].

Proof of Theorem 7. Consider first the planar cased = 2: consider an arbitrary (axis-aligned) spanning
path, say withk links, traversing a planar point setS; it immediately givesk axis-parallel lines coveringS.
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Conversely, givenℓ lines coveringS, they can be connected in a spanning path with at most2ℓ axis-parallel
links as follows: assume that there areh horizontal lines andv vertical lines in the cover (whereh + v = ℓ).
Place the point set in a (sufficiently large) axis-aligned box B containing all the points. Thek lines are
clipped by the box inh horizontal segments andv vertical segments. Link theh horizontal segments (in any
order) by addingh− 1 suitable vertical segments from the boundary ofB and obtain a subpath with2h− 1
links. Proceed similarly with the vertical segments and obtain another subpath with2v − 1 links. Combine
the two subpaths by adding two more links (one horizontal andone vertical) in between: the final path has
2(h + v) = 2ℓ links and spans all points inS.

The above argument gives us a ratio2 approximation algorithm in the plane: by the result of Hassin
and Megiddo [9], the problem of computing a set of axis-parallel lines of minimum cardinality covering a
given set of points in the plane can be solved exactly in polynomial time (by formulating it as a vertex cover
problem in a bipartite graph). If an optimal line cover having ℓ lines is used, the ratio2 is implied.

We now consider the cased ≥ 3. Assume that the approximation algorithm of Hassin and Megiddo for
coveringS yields ℓ = ℓ1 + . . . + ℓd lines, whereLi denotes the set of lines parallel to thei-th coordinate
(ℓi = |Li|). We clip the lines with the boxB, and then, for eachi = 1, . . . , d, connect (in any order) the
ℓi segments parallel to thei-th coordinate in a subpath by addingd − 1 segments on the boundary ofB in
between any two consecutive segments inLi. The resultingith subpath hasdℓi − (d − 1) links. Combine
thed− 1 subpaths (in any order) by addingd links in between any two consecutive subpaths. The final path
hasd(

∑d
i=1 ℓi) − d(d − 1) + (d − 1)d = dℓ links and spans all points inS. Since the line cover obtained

from the algorithm of Hassin and Megiddo is by itself ad-approximate solution, it implies ad × d = d2

approximation for our spanning path covering problem. 2

6 Conclusions

We have studied several variants of the following problem: given a finite set of pointsS in R
d, visit the

points inS with an axis-aligned polygonal path that makes a minimum number of turns, or equivalently, has
the minimum number of links. We conclude with the following open problems:

• Can the gap between the bounds on path length for traversing the cube in higher dimensions be further
reduced?

• Is theminimum link spanning path problem still NP-complete for axis-aligned paths?

• Can the approximation ratio in Theorem 7 be improved? Note that in the plane, point covering with
lines can be solved exactly.
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